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Bold and italic

Italics *I will display in italics*

Bold **While I will display in bold**

Unordened lists

Input Output

 <ul>

* Item 1 <li >Item 1</ li>

* Item 2 <li >Item 2</ li>

* Item 3 <li >Item 3</ li>
 </u l>

Lists must begin and end with a blank line.
Unordered lists can begin with an asterisk
followed by a space.

Ordened lists

Input Output

 <ol>

1. Item 1 <li >Item 1</ li>

2. Item 2 <li >Item 2</ li>

3. Item 3 <li >Item 3</ li>
 </o l>

Lists must begin and end with a blank line.
You create numbered lists using a number
and a period followed by a space.

 

Images and links

Image
with alt
text

![I am an image's alt text]( htt ‐
p:/ /ww w.e xam ple.co m/i mag ‐
e.png)

Image
without
alt text

![](ht tp: //w ww.e xa mpl e.c om/ ‐
ima ge.png)

Link with
link text

[I am the text to be linked ](h ‐
ttp :// www.ex amp le.com)

Link
without
link text

http:/ /ww w.e xam ple.com

Headings

# Heading 1

## Heading 2

### Heading 3

Heading levels are expressed using the
hash character (#) followed by a space.
You must add blank lines above and below
each heading.

Block quotes

> This is a quote

Quotes are created using the right arrow
character (>) and a space, which you add
before each line of the quote.
The quote must begin and end with a blank
line

 

Inline code and code blocks

Inline code
codeI sAw eso me()
Code block
`

Code blocks
  are great for display
  large amount of code
     that need to maintain whitespace
  and indenting
`

A code block must begin and end with a
blank line.
Within the code block itself, you use spaces
to indent your lines of code.
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